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Abstract
This dissertation was written as part of the MA in Ancient History and Classical
Archaeology of Macedonia at the International Hellenic University.

The above thesis will concentrate on female statues and figurines in central
Macedonia. I was intrigued by the female presentation and I would like to examine this
presentation regarding both deities and mortals. The main goal of the thesis is to present
the iconographical depiction of female forms and their connection to society. The
archaeological sites which are going to be examined are in Thessaloniki, Veroia, Pella
and Dion. The number of figurines is quite large; thus, this thesis will focus on Aphrodite,
Isis and mortal, ordinary women. Aphrodite is widely represented in the whole ancient
Greek world and she is also connected to necropolis regarding Macedonian sites. Isis
belongs to the ancient Egyptian cult and her introduction in the Greek world was
revolutionary. The Macedonians accepted Egyptian cults and erected sanctuaries to
honor them. Mortal women are also a part of art, which reflects the actual conception
of the female gender.
In order to understand the analysis of the figurines and statues, the first chapter
provides general information concerning sculpture and figurines’ production. After that,
Aphrodite, Isis and mortal women are going to be presented, because iconography is
directly connected to the historical or mythical background and context that surrounds
these figures. The next chapter will present the four sites in combination to their
findings. Each finding is interpreted based on iconographical and constructional criteria.
The conclusions focus on society’s general conceptions regarding the female gender.
This thesis was completed with the contribution of the thesis’ supervisor Dr. Tsiafaki.

Eleftheria Kakoulidou
15/2/2019

Preface
The context of this thesis,is a combination of my interests, archaeology, history of art
and gender studies. I want to approach female depictions in statues and figurines
because I’m interested in gender studies. In addition, I will present iconographically and
typologically the sculpture’s types, because archaeology and art are interconnected.
Furthermore, I will present my conclusions concerning social constructions regarding
the female gender.
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1. Introduction
The Macedonian kingdom is a state located in the northern part of Greece. It
flourished during Hellenistic years until the Roman conquest in 168 BC. This thesis is
about to focus on central Macedonia. The Macedonian kingdom contributed to the
evolution of ancient art, with the introduction of new and revolutionary creations.
Examining the history of sculpture and creation of figurines, the Hellenistic
contribution is really important. It is also vital that, economic, political and
international factors affected the art production in different ways. The quantity, the
quality and the iconographical approach of the forms are some of them. In addition,
some of findings belonging to early Roman years and are of artistic value.
Statues’ and figurines’ production is considered as a huge sector of art. This thesis
will focus on statues and figurines. Furthermore, the depictions are several. The
female influence in art is the main purpose of this thesis. Aphrodite and Isis are going
to be examined icographically and typologically. There are two different deities who
have some same points. Aphrodite emerged from Cyprus or Greece, according to the
different versions of the myth. She is the goddess of love, but she presents other
abilities as well. Isis comes from Egypt and was established in the Greek world. She is
a powerful goddess and Macedonians worshipped her. The differentiation of the
depiction of female goddesses is going to be presented later on, based on the
archaeological findings. Clothing, forms of the body, hairstyles and symbols are some
of the traits which are going to be examined and approached iconographically. The
third category of female forms mentioned in this essay are mortal women. The
depiction of mortal women is an issue which presents the distance between reality
and idealism. Mortal women are depicted in a different point of view. They are not
idealistic forms, as the goddesses are, but as ordinary women. Most of them incarnate
social roles which are connected to lower social classes. Dancers, plastic dolls,
prostitutes and kourotrophos are presented as figurines. Only one Roman woman is
depicted in a statue, located in Dion. She was one of the benefactors of the sanctuary
and she belonged to the upper Roman class.
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Furthermore, the four most important cities of Central Macedonia are going to be
examined, taking into account, the historical background, the political condition and
the excavated areas. Thessaloniki, is going to be examined first since it constitutes the
main harbor of the kingdom. The multicultural influences, which came to the city due
to commercial activities in the East, played a significant role in the evolution of art and
in the incorporation of new iconographical forms. Veroia was also an important city
of the kingdom. Due to the large number of findings, the research extensively
examines the type of figurines and statues. Pella was the capital of the Macedonian
kingdom and also a source of art production. This can be testified by the workshops
and the diversity of findings. Dion was the cult center of the kingdom and was direct
connected to the art. All pieces of art, statues and figurines, which are about to be
examined to the next chapters belong basically to sanctuaries or necropolis.
The aim of this thesis is to present different depictions of mortal and immortal
women in art. The choice of three different female categories, is going to point out
the different forms of representation. In addition, taking into account that art
production is relevant to society, iconographical forms can lead to conclusions about
the female gender. The main questions are how the female gender is depicted in art,
how idealism and reality differentiate women who are mortal and immortal and which
the general conception of the woman related to cults and community is.

[6]

2. Use and construction of the findings
The archaeological findings which are about to be examined on this thesis are
separated in two big categories. Statues and figurines. Statues are considered a form
of sculpture. The material of construction was marble. On the other hand, figurines
also consist of numerous of findings but they are presented in small size and they are
constructed by clay.

2.1 SCULPTURE
Sculpture is considered as one of the biggest sectors of ancient art. Taking into
account that, most of the findings which are examined in my thesis date back to
Hellenistic years and early Romans it is vital to define some distinctive achievements.
The individualized portraiture, baroque style and the realistic depictions were some
of the traits which had been incorporated to post- Renaissance art.1 The Hellenistic
years can be considered as a period of innovation in sculpture, in terms of quantity
and representation, especially, taking into account the political expansion. It was the
time for the sculptors to present the new reality and the multicultural influences they
had received. The cultural and political heyday took place in the 3rd century BC. Statues
had a public role. They were set in sanctuaries, agoras and public buildings and they
were also dedications of the royals or the city. So, the statues were constructed for
public, religious and political reasons at first and after that for art for art’s sake. 2 A
statue could be cult, votive, funerary and honorific. The cult statue (or agalma) was
the image of the god who was worshipped in a sanctuary. These statues were usually
large and could be bronze, marble or acrolithic. The other category, the votive statues,
were dedicated to the gods in order to return divine favors which were related
basically to war or to health issues. These statues depicted the donor or the god in
question. The honorific statues were a category which had been developed basically
in Hellenistic years. These statues depicted prominent men which were awarded by

1
2

Smith R., 1991, p. 7
Smith R., 1991, p. 9
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the state.3 In a system of “euergetism”, the political and the economic goals were the
basic reasons of construction. However, the vast number of objects produced in
antiquity, only few of them have been preserved till now. The construction materials
were several. Marble, bronze, wood, plaster, textiles, well- baked clay and gemstones
are materials which were used and all of them are suspectable to destruction.4
Hellenistic statues were the basis of mass production in Roman years. They were
original statues and more understandable to research because of the context. During
the Roman years this production started but the Hellenistic originals can be easily
identified. Trying to understand it of aesthetic quality, there are some modern
approaches which do not accept this reproductive art, due to a less volume of
authenticity and originality. The phrase “Copies are stiff, cold, lifeless, slavish, inferior”
testifies this point of view.5 Even if the art historians support that the sculpture is a
form of mechanical copies of the Greek prototypes, it is important to keep in mind,
that the Romanists support that the sculpture during the Roman years is emulative
and creative so, maybe the research should refer to “Roman originals”.6
In some cases, statues of Hellenistic women and goddesses are difficult to be
identified without external indications. The female gender presented homogeneity in
art and this representation is also reflected in the social status. It was about a
homogenious group in a male- oriented world. On the other hand, two innovations
took place during the Hellenistic years. The first was the representation of Aphrodite
naked and the second the depiction of women who belonged to the upper class.7
Moreover, the introduction of Isis and Tyche were considered as challenge for
sculpture. Isis is an international goddess with huge influence in worshippers.
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2.2 FIGURINES
Figurines are considered a part of ancient art and archaeology. The construction of
clay figurines presents some similarities with the large volume. The use of mold, handmade parts and the painting, are some of them. The use of figurines is various, since
it is a part of the daily public life and the life after death as well. The basic places where
the figurines are a frequent finding during an excavation are houses where home cult
took place or sanctuaries where the cult had a public form. Moreover, graves are the
most common spot to find figurines. The symbolic character of the figurines is an
undeniable fact. The interpretations are numerous but, problematic for the research
as well. Some of them are decorative objects for private use, charms, depictions of the
social cycle of the dead, symbols for the mystery cults and toys. Others are dedications
to the Gods and also, expressions of a general conception of cult in the Greek world.8
In order to interpret figurines, the researchers should keep in mind the general
context. The historical period, the financial and social circumstances, the iconographic
depiction, cults of the period and the archaeological spot which were found. 9 All play
a significant role in understanding their value.
The construction of figurines started in the Neolithic period. Nevertheless, the
continuation of figurines during the centuries, developed technology. In the 5th
century the use of molds was a necessity. The best examples of figurines were created
during the Hellenistic years.10 It is important that, the use of molds during the
construction helped mass production. There are a lot of cases which demanded more
than one molds. The back part of figurine was constructed by hand, so the whole
procedure combined several techniques. Based on the construction, are
understandable the large number of the same type of findings, and the different types.
The figurines present common characteristics with each other but also there is a
certain degree of freedom and diversity in creation. As well decorative elements such
as the wreath, jewelry, wings etc. most of the times were created by hand.
Furthermore, the engraving and the coloring of each figurine was what made it

8

Λιλιμπάκη – Ακαμάτη, Μ., 2017, p.35
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Μπεχτσή, Κ., 2017, p. 41
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unique.11 As far as the colors are concerned, figurines were covered by a white coat
of paint. We observe, the use of several colors such as red, green, blue, yellow etc.
and in other cases golden leaves were also used.12 The painting of figurines follows
the same technique as in sculpture. Some of the purposes are the depiction of pink
color in children, the darkest face of men and the light white face of women.
Moreover, with the use of color, the handcrafter manages to emphasize on the eyes
and the lips. Furthermore, the right depiction of the female costumes and the
decorative objects of each figurine are also important.13 The use of color in figurines
of god and human forms are undeniable but, it was used for the animals’ depictions
as well.14
The information concerning workshops is limited. However, molds unearthed in
the excavation sites where the workshop production was not a mainly activity as the
houses of Olynthos and in some store in Pella.15 The workshops took place in the public
core of the city after the late classical period. These archaeological remains provide
useful information about the commercial activity. Taking into account, the dead cities,
the graves and the sanctuaries it is clear that, figurines were popular objects.16
During the Hellenistic years, the first signatures of the workshops are presented
on the molds of the figurines.
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3. Representations of female forms
Taking into account the whole ideological context of cult, the presence of
chthonic deities in graves is an undeniable fact. Especially, in the area of Macedonia,
Aphrodite is one of the basic deities due to her chthonic character. Her presence is
really important in big cities of the Macedonian kingdom, such as Pella and Veroia. In
general, Aphrodite presents a connection to Persephone, but she is connected to
Dionysus and the Goddess of Luck. The dionysic elements in her appearance,
influenced this conception.17
Moreover, a lot of busts of chthonic deities have been found in the Greek world,
especially in graves. Demeter, Persephone, Aphrodite, Athens, Artemis and Kybele are
some of them who are depicted in sculpture busts and they are connected to chthonic
cult.18 On the other hand, there are goddesses presented in couples, as a dedication
offered to sanctuaries and graves. The deity couples were relative basically to
maternity or birth. It is also believed that, the double depiction increased the abilities
of the goddess and strengthened their existence.19 In addition, the Macedonian world
is characterized by the influence of Egyptian cults. The presence of Isis, Osiris and
Sarapis is testified by the archaeological findings and the archaeological remains. For
instance, there are sanctuaries dedicated to Egyptian cults as well as votive reliefs and
inscriptions. There are also representations in figurines and statues.
Furthermore, figurines depict mortal women who are presented with some social
capabilities. It is important to be mentioned, that these figurines are constructed
dressed unlike the goddesses who are often presented naked or half- naked. The most
well- known depiction is a standing dressed woman. It is a common finding in
necropolis of the Hellenistic years. Each representation of female nature is connected
to a different social role.

17
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3.1 APHRODITE
Aphrodite is one of the twelve Gods of the ancient religion. She is considered to
be a controversial deity due to her myth. Her story has two different points of view.
She is the daughter of the Uranus or the daughter of Zeus and Dione. In addition, in
the literary sources, the references to her name are numerous and they provide
elements which are important to complete the profile of the goddess. Furthermore,
the depictions started really early. Early findings coming from Cyclades testify
Aphrodite’s representations. Nevertheless, during the Hellenistic period, Aphrodite
became a personification of human beauty.

3.1.1 The myth
The cult of Aphrodite in Ancient Greece focused on the family bonds between the
goddess and her father Uranus. She does not have a mother. The last name Urania is
her most common characteristic. Urania is also connected to the East in where the
citizens worshipped “the queen of Uranus” and in Egypt in connection to Jews. Taking
into account all the above, the researchers came to the conclusion that Aphrodite
maybe came from the East. The most ancient and sacred sanctuary of the goddess in
located in Kythera. Aphrodite also proves her east root from a representation of her
in Sparta and Acrocorynth as a warrior. The tradition came from Phoenicians.20 This
fact connects Aphrodite to sailors. Moreover, there is also another connection with
Phoenicians because for them Urania was named as the absolute Goddess. The Latin
name is Caelestis. The Aphrodite of the East was the protector of marriage and
prostitution.21
The other version of the myth of Aphrodite presents her as the daughter of Zeus
and Dione. Dione had also aphrodisiac traits. The oracle of Dodoni provides the
information that pigeons were the sacred animal of Dione and Aphrodite. This couple
has its the roots to the Aegean religion. Therefore, the daughter of Uranus became

20
21

Simon, E.,1985, p. 230
Simon, E.,1985, p. 247
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one of Zeus’ children.22 Homer states that since Aphrodite was the daughter of Zeus,
her power should be limited.23
The Aegean mythology connected Aphrodite to the three charites and Peitho. This
myth is older than the one with Zeus and Dionysus and Aphrodite being a couple.
Moreover, there is a connection between Aphrodite and Charis and this is the reason
why in Homeric poetry the wife of Hephaestus is presented with both names.24
The form of Aphrodite was a combination between the eastern god of Uranus and
Greek Dione. Moreover, the Aegean figurines which were presented in the female
forms give the first representations. It is important to be mentioned that Aphrodite
incorporated the Cycladic Aegean characteristics in her evolution.25 The figurines are
lying down and are holding musical instruments. The worship of Aphrodite is
connected to the harp.26
Apart from Aphrodite’s connection to sexual love and maternity, the goddess
protected Greek administration. Aphrodite has been involved in politics, war and
marriage.27 Aphrodite is one of the most controversial goddesses. She combines all
that traits of sexuality, beauty and tenderness, but she has gained a political role as
well. The traditional point of views regarding the goddess exist in relation to other
aspects of her personality which connect her to chthonic cult or present her as a
warrior. The influence of her cult spread in the Mediterranean world.

3.1.2 Depictions of Aphrodite

In order to understand the evolution of Aphrodite in terms of art, it is important
to examine it from the beginning of Classical years. Art history presents Aphrodite
either dressed or naked. The cult statues of the goddess provide appropriate models
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in the Late classical years. During the late 5th and 4th centuries, Aphrodite was
displayed as erotic, irresistible and seductive. The best- known example is considered
Aphrodite of Knidos, which is a revolutionary depiction while it also presents the
idealized female nudity. Aphrodite of Knidos belongs to the category of figurines. In
addition, there were depictions in monumental sculpture and vase painting.28 The
original statue of Knidian Aphrodite belongs to the sculptor Praxiteles.29
The naked Aphrodite is the most striking and revolutionary outcome of the
Hellenistic sculpture. Regarding the connection of Aphrodite with sex and sexual love,
she is presented being astonishing. Praxitelis was the first sculptor who depicted
Knidian Aphrodite. It was the first time that Aphrodite combined the naked form and
cult in a statue. This type of statue is also recognized also many times in many copies
of figurines and statues.30 Knidian was stricking the ideal for sexual and attractive
Hellenistic woman. The head presented full and oval and, in the center parted her hair
form defined a triangle on the forehead. Nudity implies the undressing of the goddess
before having a bath. Nudity was also an expression of physical sexuality and erotic
response.31
In addition, Aphrodite was presented as Anadyomene (hair- binding). It was a figure
both in full- scale and small. It may have been inspired by the painter Apelles. Another
type that was also famous in figurines, was Aphrodite as Sandal- Binding who appears
exclusively in small figurines.32
Hellenistic Aphrodites were a combination of three elements. The images had
classicistic style, erotic traits and repetitive appearance.33 The political and historical
context affected the art production. Firstly, during the Hellenistic years the basic
political institution was monarchy so, there was a tendency to incorporate classicistic
elements in pieces of art. Moreover, as far as the sanctuaries are concerned, they
adopted a PanHellenic form so the statues had to be unique.34
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3.2 ISIS

The Egyptian cult came to the Greek world during the Hellenistic years. The
interaction between Macedonia and the kingdom of Ptolemy constituted the most
significant factor of the spread of the Isiac cult.
Ptolemy I presented himself as a Pharaoh in order to achieve the religious cohesion
of Greeks and Egyptians under his influence.35 The big success of the Egyptian cults
was a result of the Greeks respect to Isis and Osiris. The interaction between the East
and Greece during Alexander the Great’s campaign played an important role in
incorporating the mystic Egyptian cults to the Greek polytheism religion. During the
Hellenistic years, there was an introduction of foreign cults in the religion and even in
the preexisting temples. The spread of the Egyptian cults is based on the Isis’ mysteries
which were connected to life and death. Isis had already been attested in the
epigraphic sources from around 2400 BC and she was characterized as a goddess and
as a priestess. In the Middle Kingdom she was connected to the underworld as the
wife of the deceased ruler and the Egyptians used to recognize her as the goddess of
the dead. During the years of the New Kingdom, Isis preserved her chthonic role but
she was also the deity of the sky. The next pharaohs were considered the sons of Isis.36
As far as the Greek conception of Isis is concerned, she made her appearance in the
Greek world around the 4th century BC and she received maternal, helping and healing
functions. Due to her universality and the transnational, trans- religion and transcultural characteristics, she managed to incorporate herself easily to the Greek
pantheon. The cult of Isis is also identified by the inscribed materials which were found
in temples. The context referred to the abilities of the goddess. These texts are called
aretalogies. Aretalogies were inscribed up to stelea and there are some examples in
Thessaloniki, Andros, Ios, Maroneia, Telmessos and Kyme. These epigraphic materials
dated back to the 1st century BC since the 3rd century AD.
The birth of the mystic cult had been affected by the historical and political
circumstances. The success of the Isiac cult was based on the general respect of the
35
36
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Greek population on the Egyptian deities.37 The introduction of the Egyptian cult
played a significant role for the citizens. The new cult was connected to pain, sadness
and death. This connection with the darker side helped the people to identify
themselves.38 It is important to be mentioned that the Egyptian cults were spread
basically in the area of Macedonia. Taking into account the international relationships
between the Macedonian kingdom and the kingdom of Ptolemi, that was an inevitable
result.
However, the spread of the mystic cult happened gradually. The cult started from
the Aegean islands, Asia Minor and the harbors of Heipotic Greece due to commercial
activities. Nevertheless, the cult of Isis was introduced to the Greek world during the
Hellenistic years.39 As it was mentioned before, the core of the spread of the Egyptian
cult was the Macedonian kingdom. Based on the archaeological remainings and the
epigraphic materials which were found, Isis was spotted in many places. Chalkidiki was
incorporated in the kingdom, so in Anthemounta an inscription which refers to Isis,
Sarapis and Anoubis was found.40 Another reference to Isis exists on Eordaia in an
inscription which dated back to the 2nd century BC. Furthermore, the sanctuary of
Egyptian Gods in Philippi, in which Isis was the most significant goddess, identifies the
existence of organization of the new cult.41 Dion was the cult center of the
Macedonian kingdom, where the sanctuary of Isis and many inscriptions referring to
Isis and to Isis Loxia were found. During the reign of Philip V (238 BC- 179 BC), his
personal connection to the Egyptian cults, led him construct an organized sanctuary
in Amphipolis and also a dedicated monument to Isis, Sarapis, Anubis and Horous at
the same place. It is important to be mentioned that, due to friendly international
relationships between the Egyptians and the Greeks, the construction of these
building had a political value.42 Many kings were also interested in Egyptian cults in
order to increase their publicity.
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During the 3rd century BC, in the area of Thessaloniki, in an Egyptian sanctuary,
“Sarapeio”, two heads of Isis, dated back to the 3rd and 2nd century BC were found.
In addition, in the area of Veroia, clay figurines in various kinds of graves were found
which depicted Isis in different forms. Dion, the cult center of the kingdom, presents
the sanctuary of Isis- Tyche.

3.2.1 The myth

Isis was the daughter of Yev and Nout and she was born in the area of the Niele.
She was the wife of her brother Osiris and she helped Osiris in a social program in the
moral world. While Osiris made his worldwide tour, Isis was responsible for the
government of Egypt. After he came back to his country, he found everything under
control, but his brother Seth killed him. After the death of Osiris, Isis started grieving.
The coffin with the dead body of Osiris was found in the area of Phoenicia. Isis found
the dead body of her brother and husband and transported it back to Egypt. Due to
her powerful abilities which were also connected with fertility, she managed to get
pregnant by her dead brother, she honored him and hided him and after that she left
far away to the Nile. Regarding the relationship between Isis and Osyris, Plutarch tells
that the sexual union between them had already existed in their mother’s womb,
before their birth.43 It seems that Seth found again the dead body of Osiris and he
dismembered it all around the state of Egypt. Isis found all the pieces of his body again,
except for his phallos, and she followed for the first time in history the practice of
taxidermy. She also attributed to Osiris eternal life. After the death of Osiris, she had
been grieving for a long time.44
She is related to marriage, agriculture, clothing and health. Before her arrival to
Greece, Isis belonged to the beginning of the Egyptian mythology. She is considered
as the oldest of the old because she was the Mistress of the house and the Mistress
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of the Gods.45 She is a cosmic deity and she can be considered as the goddess of
heaven and the mother of the Sun-god. Even though Isis existed as an independent
deity, it is hard to determine it from the beginning because she was bounded to Osiris.
The motherlike character was a trait which preexisted in her, so family and daily
welfare were some of her responsibilities. These aspects continued in the Hellenistic
era and Plutarch describes her as a giver and organizer of civil life.46 Egyptian Isis dealt
also with the sun, the moon and the stars.
Taking into account that Isis was a mother, she concurred a role which became
strongly underlined. Based on the mythical thought about motherhood, there is also
a connection with the fertility of the land and also with the fertility of the whole
humankind.47 For Greeks Isis was similar to Demeter and Aphrodite, a fact which leads
to a synecritism point of view.
Aphrodite presents that similarity with Isis due to feminity and feminine beauty.
Regardless of the similarities, each deity kept her own personal traits.48 During the
Hellenistic period, Isis preserved some typical characteristics of her appearance, as the
Isic crown with discs and horns. The decoration consists of two ears of corn, a trait
which is parallel to Demeter. The connecting links between these goddesses were
their guardian role, the prosperity and fertility which they promoted and their
escatological background.49

3.2.2 Depictions of Isis

The common presentation of Isis is her wearing a distinctive dress with a knot under
her breasts and long “corkscrew” hair with or without an Egyptian headgear. Most of
the times, she was presented in a young age and rarely slender. As far as the hairstyle
is concerned, it was an adaptation of new- archaic sculpture in order to suggest the
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age and “otherness”.50 It is important to keep in mind that in a description of
superhuman beings, they are presented to enjoy rather than endure their own
power.51 Even though Isis had a specific iconographical type, she was also presented
in art in different forms. The last names Lochia or Tyche provide her different abilities.
In addition, Isis appearance has been affected by mystery cults. Most of the depictions
present her as a priestess, wearing a himation covering her head.

3.3 MORTAL WOMEN
The female gender of society had also affected Hellenistic and Roman art. The
presence of mortal women in pieces of art were considered standard findings.
Representations of ordinary women provide information which are concentrated on
stylistic forms and also, social structure of society. The question is which was the
actual role of the women and how the male gender presents them through the art
production.

3.3.1 The Female gender in the Macedonian kingdom

The Macedonian kingdom is characterized by a hierarchical society which
presents differences regarding wealth and privileges. Considering monarchy as the
institution of the kingdom, most information refer to royal and upper-class women.52
Macedonian burial habits indicate the gender stereotyping of women in a man’ s
world. Female graves include jewelry, terracotta figurines, mirrors and vessels.53
During the Argead Era (7th century BC- 316 BC), the evidence of women’s legal
privilege of is limited. A woman’s name could only be inscribed on her grave
monument, except for a priestess and a royal class woman. On the other hand, single
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women and widows had probably some legal rights regarding the management of
their fortune without being supervised by a man.54 Royal and ordinary women spend
their time inside their houses or the palace, occupied with domestic chores. After the
4th century, royal women became domestic supervisors of the others.55 There was also
some female presence in politics. Women show their advocacy to their sons regarding
to successions.56
During the years 316-277 BC, ordinary women had access to minimal education.
The social position of royal women increased. Their influence in politics was powerful
and, after 306 BC, the political term and title “basilissa”, was introduced in the
Macedonian kingdom.57 Taking into account that, these years were a transitional
period, the speech and role of royal women were important in case of political related
reasons.58
The Antigonid Era (277-6- 169-8 BC) is characterized by a decline regarding the
political role of women.59 On the other hand, there was a direct reflection between
royal women and ordinary female population. The actions which royal women
proceeded, in political terms, reflect the female role in the Macedonian society.
Furthermore, it was possible for ordinary women to display the most admirable
characteristics of the royals.60
The archaeological findings which are going to be examined later on, do not
represent any female form of the upper or royal class. This fact can be considered as
a social indication.
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3.3.2 Depictions of mortal women

Female forms who are interpreted as ordinary women, were dedicated to chthonic
cults or they were used as gifts. Another form of female figurines represents women
sitting on a throne and they are considered depictions of the goddesses. In an effort
to interpret the role of these figurines, it is understandable that they have protective
abilities. Kourotrophos’ figurines are also another big category of female depictions.
The female forms can be mortal women or nursing goddesses. For instance, there are
depictions of the Earth, Aphrodite, Hera, Artemis, Persephone and Eilithia who were
connected to the birth but, there are depictions with mothers and their children as
well. This type of figurines is especially preferable during the Hellenistic period. During
the years, figurines adopted realistic characteristics which helped the researchers to
understand more about them. They are represented with African characteristics or as
theatrical forms or masks. As far as the African characteristics are concerned, the
researchers conclude that the women who took care of the children were immigrants
and they belonged to the lower social class.61 Plastic dolls are another category of
female forms in figurines. They are toys, dancers and protectors of the dead. The most
common place to find them are graves of young girls who were not married.
All these aspects of the female world provide important information to the research
about the iconographical types, the existing ideology about religion and the general
social structure of the genders.
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4. Cities of the Central Macedonian kingdom

Kingship is the political institution which characterized ancient Macedonia. Social
construction was directly connected to politics. The differentiation regarding
administration affected the whole kingdom in different chronological eras. Monarchs
of the kingdom were several, some of them were innovative and revolutionary
political figures and others inefficient as kings. Although the Macedonian kingdom was
vast, only its most important central areas will be examined in this thesis. Thessaloniki,
Dion, Veroia and Pella were important places of the kingdom.
Management of the economy was affected by natural sources, production of coins,
mints and international agreements based on financial factors. During the Hellenistic
years, the Macedonian economy was characterized as an instable and it was always
connected to a politic power. Thessaloniki, for instance, was the harbor of the
kingdom and as result, the financial situation was flourishing. During the Roman
conquest, the political and financial conditions changed and Macedonian area turned
into a Roman province.
The art production was connected to the political institution. Pella was the center of
art production, based on archaeological remains, but other areas as Thessaloniki
present pottery or figurine workshops too. Veroia also presented mass production of
figurines, due to numerous findings. Dion depicted the religious conception of
Macedonians. The cult center presents different findings of different chronological
periods.

4.1 THESSALONIKI

Thessaloniki is located in Central Macedonia and is one of the places along the
Thermaic Gulf. The foundation of the city took place during the 4th century BC,
especially in 316 BC. The Hellenistic period can be characterized by two significant
political figures: Philip II and Alexander III, who have changed completely the course
[22]

of universal history. Thessaloniki displayed important commercial activity, which
included the foreign influences in cult and in art. Foreign cults infiltrated the new city.
The foundation of the Egyptian sanctuary, “Sarapeum”, in the Hellenistic years is a
proof of the incorporation of Egyptian cults. Isis had a significant position in the Greek
religion, especially, because of the two female heads of Isis’ statues, which were found
in the sanctuary.

4.1.1 Sarapeum

Sarapeum is located in the south-west of the sacred area, in Karaoli and Dimitriou
street. Makaronas was the excavator and the excavation took place during the year
1926 and 1938. There are archaeological remains that testify the existence of an
archaic temple, which is dated in 500BC, but later on it was reconstructed. Sarapeum
is an underground aedicula, a small size temple in which only Egyptian deities such as
Osiris, Arpokratis, Anubis, God Ypsistos and Isis prevailed. The archaeological findings
present Isis in two different depictions, taking into account the different chronological
period of each head.
The earliest female head has been constructed by marble of white color. The head
probably came from Thessaloniki except for some technical differences or it was
connected to Thasos’ workshop, due to the similarity which is presented to a head of
the sanctuary of Artemis.
The head (fig.1) preserved the neck and the beginning of the chest, a fact which
makes it difficult for the archaeologists to define the gender. Moreover, the nose is
missing. Furthermore, the eyebrows, the mouth and the hair have been destroyed in
some places. The hair is separated in the middle and it is tied with a ribbon. Possibly
there is himation over the head. They used drill and another tool to engrave the curls.
Concerning the age of the head, it is useful to compare it with another head of Apollo
in the Basel museum. Archaeologists date the head in 3rd century BC. It probably
belongs to Isis. Considering, the spot where it was found, in an Egyptian sanctuary,
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this is an opinion which can be supported.62 However, a symbol in the head would be
useful for the absolute recognition of it.
Another statue (fig.2) was also discovered, which depicts Isis as well, in the
sanctuary of Egyptian Gods, Sarapeum. As far as the statue is concerned, only a part
of the body is preserved while the head, hands and the beginning of the legs are
missing. It was constructed with black marble and the additional parts were
constructed by white marble. The way of construction and the use of materials leads
to Cecily, or in places where this marble was rare.63 It dates back to the 1st century AD,
based on J. Eingatner and in the 2nd century AD based on Despinis’ opinion, which is
testified by the form of the base.
As far as the iconographic part is concerned, it seems that the face and the neck
were covered with a clothing over the head. During the Roman years, black marble
was used for the depiction of clothes. This kind of stone was also used to depict Isis
and her priestesses dressed in black. The dress presents some traits which were basic
for these women. This statue is probably copied by another one during the Roman
years. The researchers conclude that it was Isis or one of her priestesses. It is a finding
which belongs absolutely to Isis’ cult.
The other part of the statue which was found was also a head(fig.3). This female
head comes from the str. Svoronos and it was constructed possible with Thasian
marble.64 In this head, some parts of the back of the head, hair and nose are missing.
It seems that a drill was used to form the hair and the lips. As far as the lips are
concerned, it was a useful technique to show the expression of the face. There are red
traces of color in the hair and curls are tied to a ribbon.65
Based on the location where the head was found and also on the stylish hairstyle,
the researchers concluded that this is Isis’ head. It is possible that this head replaced
the head fig.3, during Antoninous’ reign.
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It is a high-quality statue66 but it is unknown if it was a copy of a classical statue. The
hairstyling of Libyan curls which were tied to a ribbon is indicative for a later on
chronologically and a specific and characteristic depiction of Isis.

4.1.2 Findings coming from Necropolis

Moreover, there are other places in Thessaloniki where figurines that depict female
forms were found. Aphrodite is considered one of the basic deities of Macedonia and
her presence in Thessaloniki is intense. During December of 1951, Makaronas also
excavated a Necropolis in Stratou avenue. In a female grave he found 48 clay figurines
of Aphrodite. Most of them depict Knidian Aphrodite Knidia and Aphrodite
Anadyomene67. This cemetery dates back to Roman years. In addition, another
figurine of Aphrodite which was inscribed by Monomachus was found in another
excavation in str. Philikis Etairias. The inscription provides important information
about the craftsman and maybe a new perception which characterized him as an
artist.
In order to examine the figurines of Thessaloniki, it is important to understand the
technical construction. At first, the clay was in deep red color with other mixed
elements. Usually, the outer part was in better condition. The craftsman concentrated
on the other part of the figurine and as a result there were some traces of fingertips.
Most of the figurines were constructed with molds. In the majority of the figurines,
they used one mold at least. Two molds were rarely used. Moreover, there is a basis
on the bottom of the figurine in different shapes.68 As it happens in the majority of
the cases in the already constructed by mold figurines, the craftsman added later the
other elements such as the flowers, scepter etc. by hand and the details were
inscribed. An “archetype” was a necessity for the mold’s construction. This is testified
by some figurines of Knidian Aphrodite which are almost the same but in different
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shapes.69 Figurines are covered in white and white- orange coat. Many of them,
preserved traces of colors as wine- red, light blue, rose, black and yellow. As far as the
Hellenistic figurines are concerned, rose and light blue are the most commonly used
colors.
The types of female figurines are relevant to the sculpture, so a successful sculpture
type affects the production of figurines. This inspiration continues during the next
years but for Hellenistic figurines, the prototype is relevant to a specific type of
sculpture. Clothing is important for the configuration of the types. Most of the
Hellenistic figurines were influenced by workshops in Myrina and Tanagras based on
the clothing element. The forms have a chiton with vertical flexure and himation. The
figurines of Thessaloniki present common characteristics to Veroia’s figurines.70
As it was mentioned in a former part of my thesis, figurines of Aphrodite were one
of the most common findings in excavations. The basic types of Aphrodite which were
found in Thessaloniki will be presented.
Aphrodite is presented wearing a chiton(fig.4). It is a type which has its roots
during the classical period and it was produced in ancient art since the Roman years.
The type is called Aphrodite Frejus (fig.4). In most of the cases Aphrodite is presented
with short hair, but the finding of Thessaloniki presents her with long hair. The basis
of the figurine is inscribed by Monomachus. This finding dates back to the 3rd century
AD.71
This figurine (fig.5) presents the first type of Anadyomene or Hair- Binding
Aphrodite. Aphrodite is presented naked, wearing only a himation which is tied
between her legs. She holds it with her right hand. She is also standing with her left
hand in a column.72 Her hair is long. This type was spread basically in Asia Minor in 1st
century BC and possibly comes from Myrina’s workshop. Most of the findings of this
specific type date back to the 1st century BC, but not this one.73
Aphrodite is presented naked and belongs to the second type of Anadyomene
(fig.6). The head is missing. The body leans to the left. There is a dolphin between her
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legs which covers her genitals with its tail too.74 Type 2 was a variation of type 1 and
it lasted till the Roman years. In this case the figurine belongs to the Roman years.75
Aphrodite is naked and she holds her himation with her left hand (fig.7). She
belongs to the third type of Anadyomene. This type is a sculpture type and there are
similar depictions in reliefs and paintings. This type also dates back to Roman years.
The finding dates in 2nd century AD.76 The figure stands on a basis in a shape of half
moon. The base is decorated with wavy reliefs and it is also inscribed with the name
«Ουαλαιρίου».77
Knidian Aphrodite is naked and she stands on the right leg while she buckles the
right leg (fig.8). The figurine stands on a basis and in the right part there is a hydria.
Her himation falls in the right hand and it also touches the hydria. The face looks at
front with a small leaning. The hair is tied. This type also wears earrings. In addition,
there are some inscribed knots in red color under the breast.
Knidian Aphrodites figurines is a type which belongs to a statue of Praxitelis. It was
the first depiction of the goddess’ nudity. Moreover, the hydria is a part of this type.
During the years there is an evolution of the type. The spread of figurines took place
in the Greek world during the 1st century BC. As far as this example finding is
concerned chronological, it dates back to the 3rd century AD. The hairstyle is an
important factor for its dating.78
There are also mortal female figurines who represent social roles, based on their
depiction.
Dancers are presented while dancing (fig.9). On the top of the head there is a
polos and the clothing part consists of a short chiton. In this finding the chiton is under
the knee and it dates in the 3rd century BC. In addition, the figurine presents some
spots of red color in the hair and yellow color in the flowers. The body of the dancer
is visible under the chiton. Moreover, the hair is tied in the upper part of the head and
it seems that there is also a flower wreath.79 It was inspired by a relief of Kallimachus
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with female forms which are known as Saltantes Lacaenae. It is not considered a rare
finding in the Greek world and it was also found in houses during the 4th century BC
and in sanctuaries from the 4th till 1st century BC. Moreover, it is a type which evolved
over the years based on the different stylistic criteria.80
Another figurine represents a woman with clothing sitting on a throne (fig.10). The
legs are almost always connected and the hands touch the knees. In the images, the
female form touches her himation. These figurines come from the whole Greek world
and it is also believed that they were inspired by big statues. The findings in this case
belong to the Roman years and due to similarities, archaeologists believe that their
production took place in a local workshop. On the other hand, this type was common
during the archaic and classical years, but taking into account the lack of evidence in
Thessaloniki during these years, it is not easy to interpret the finding.81

The clay dolls (fig.11) were a common finding in ancient years. Most of the times
they were constructed using clay. During the Hellenistic years, the plastic dolls were
naked with their hands in moving positions but with standing legs. Plastic dolls
probably were naked because they were to be dressed up by the children who were
supposed to play with them.82 The findings of Thessaloniki present them naked with
the hands touching their body. After the research, the archaeologists leaded to the
conclusion that the figurines came from a local workshop. They are dated on the
roman years.

After the observation of the above findings, it seems that Thessaloniki was a city in
which the cult element was powerful. The findings of Sarapeum, belonging to Isis,
present multicultural influences that the city had accepted. The depictions present
also a part of society which was familiar to the Egyptian religion. The rest of the
findings present Aphrodite in many types, a fact which indicates the importance of the
goddess of love. The representations of ordinary women are also interpreted as the
mirror of society. The dolls and the dancers are connected to women who belong to
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lower social classes and the sexual element is strong. On the other hand, mortal
woman on fig. 10 represents maternity but she may also be Aphrodite.

4.2 VEROIA

Veroia constituted a part of the Macedonian kingdom. It is located in Central
Macedonia and it is an area within short distance from Vergina, the first capital of the
kingdom. Taking the geographical factor into account, a lot of aspects of Macedonia’s
society and culture have been depicted in different ways in Veroia’s tombs. The city
was considered to be a strategic point at that time and it also played an important
political role in significant events in Northern Greece. The presence of Veroia in history
is officially established in 6th - 5th century BC, based on the historical sources and the
archaeological remainings. The first historical reference was by Thucidides but it is
estimated that the city prospered during the Antigonids. This can be testified by
archaeological remainings such as the fortification, residential activity and pottery
workshops. Based on epigraphic materials, Veroia is considered an important political
and financial center.
From the late 3rd century BC and during the 2nd and the 1st century BC there were
pottery workshops and sculpture workshops which specialized in grave stele and in
figurines too.83
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4.2.1 Findings

Taking into account that the findings of Veroia are plenty, it was useful for the
research to be separated in types. Most of the figurines which belong to this type are
preserved in a good condition. Their construction took place after the use of two
molds in order to create the head and the back part of the body. As far as the
construction of the back part is concerned, it was completed by hand. Moreover, the
hands, the back of the head, the wreaths, jewelry and the basis are also constructed
freehand.84 The anatomical and the face characteristics are created with a sharp tool.
On the other hand, the coloring of the figurines is limited.
Aphrodite is depicted as a standing form with soft traits, touching with her elbow
the rock. The objects which are held, define the turn of the head to each direction.
The body of the goddess is naked. A himation covers her hips and two belts are tied
between her breasts. As far as the himation is concerned, it seems thin, almost seethrough and gives prominence to the hips of the goddess. This iconographical type
was established in classical years in big sculptures and it was an inspiration leading
finally to its incorporation in the Hellenistic production of figurines. The position of
the form constitutes one of the favorite depictions of Hellenistic depictions. The
division of figurines in archetypes is connected to stylistic criteria of the statues in the
2nd century BC.85
As far as the figurine (fig.12) which represents Aphrodite standing in a stone is
concerned, it has been constructed with light red clay. It also belongs to type A. The
right hand of the form is missing, including the objects that she held, the wreath and
the earrings. The shape of the basis was square. The wavy decoration of the rock has
been inscribed. Also, traces of white coat in the front part and yellow color in the left
part of the himation have been spotted. The female form turns the head to the left
side.86 This figurine bears unique hairstyling which reminds us of late classical
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depictions of Aphrodite. Her hair is separated in the middle, and there is a bun and
some of the hair is tied in the upper part.87
Another depiction of Aphrodite standing in a stone is considered really special due
to the Egyptian characteristics which have been incorporated in the depiction (fig.13).
Aphrodite is presented half- naked standing on a rock and holding a bottle and horn
of abundance. Apokrates is standing in a pillar next to her. Apokrates was the son of
Isis and this is also an indication of the Egyptian influences. The clay of construction
was light red and the basis is of square shape.88 The hairstyle is of Isiac influence. The
hair is separated in the middle and there is a bun in the lower part and curls to the
rest of the head. In addition, there is a wreath over the head which is also engraved.
The same technique is used in Egypt for the figurine heads. Moreover, the goddess
holds a bottle with an engraved flower and the same type of pot is also held by some
Ptolemaic queens.89 As far as the horn is concerned, it is a symbol which was firstly
introduced by Ptolemy II after the death of his sister Arsinoe. Moreover, the horns of
abundance and the bottle are symbols of the Goddess of Luck. On the other hand, the
horns of abundance are also Isis’ symbols.90 Taking into account all the above
characteristics of the form, it is not possible to absolutely define the figurine as a
specific deity. It is important to be mentioned, that during the Hellenistic years there
was an assimilation between Isis and Aphrodite and also the cult of Isis Aphrodite was
popular in Egypt.91
The figurines of Anadyomene Aphrodite are preserved in good condition. The
construction of the basic form is a result of a combination of four molds, in order to
form the front and the back part of the face and the body. The craftsman also
completed the hands, the nipples of the breast, the adding curls of the hair, the
wreaths, the jewelry and the basis of figurines freehand.92 Aphrodite is depicted
standing in an elegant position. The body is supported on the left leg but the weight
is separated equally. The moves of the body do not create strong asymmetries in the
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form. The body is naked and a himation covers the thighs. The buttocks remain naked.
The clothing is considered almost see-through and reveals the body. This iconographic
type was repeated during the Hellenistic and Roman years. Taking into account that
the type is based on a panting of Apelis of the 4th century BC, there are a lot of different
depictions.93 The figurines of Veroia which dated back to the 2nd century BC are based
on the half- naked form. The roots of this type belong to workshops in Asia Minor,
Egypt and Syria.

94

The researchers in order to reach a conclusion about the

iconographical type, they disputed the mythological background of the figurines
because of the objects which are held in Aphrodite’s hands. They considered that the
new synthesis is far away from the protype depiction of Apellis.95
Anadyomene Aphrodite is depicted half naked holding a guitar (fig.14). The color
of clay is light red and it also has been completed with adding materials. The right
hand and wreath of the figurines are missing. The goddess turns her head on the left
and down. She wears circular earrings and on the left side of her body there is an
incorporated guitar.96 The hairdressing is stunning in this case because the hair is
separated in the middle in a bun. There is also a ribbon up to the forehead. Other
researchers find similarities in some other figurines of the late classical period.97 The
ivy wreath on the top of the head was a Dionysus’ symbol.98 The basis is in pyramidal
shape.99 The right hand of the goddess has been restored.100
Another figurine (fig.15) depicts Aphrodite half naked. The figurine has been
constructed with light red clay. It is about the type of Anadyomene. There is white
coat in the back part. Red color was used in the lower part of the himation and leaves
of silver in the belt. The right hand and the object in the left hand are missing. The
himation is long enough to touch the ground and is combined with sandals. The belts
crosses between the breasts. The head turns to the left side. The hair is separated in
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the middle, with a bun and curls. She wears a circular wreath with a wide ribbon and
earrings.101
Aphrodite unties the sandal of her left foot. Twelve molds were used for the
construction of the front and back part of the head and body.102 The craftsman
completed the form freehand in the fingers, rings, curls of hair, the complex jewelry
in the head and the nipples of the breasts. The conditions under which these figurines
were preserved inside the burial chamber, destroyed the colors. There are traces of
white color in the part of the body so it is possible that, the nude body was covered in
white color. There are also traces of red and silver color. The inscription ΑΛΕ in the
back part of the figurines testifies that the figurines were products of one specific
workshop belonging to a craftsman called Alexander. The goddess is depicted naked.
The type of Aphrodite removing her sandal is especially popular during the Hellenistic
years. There are a lot of findings which change the type according to different
materials and different movements of the body. The type is presented in a pottery’s
decoration from the 5th century BC but the sculptural depiction took place during the
Hellenistic years, in the 3rd and 2nd century BC.103 The figurines of Veroia present
similarities with figurines from Asia Minor, South Italy and Delos.
The form is depicted in an elegant position. The body is leaning to the front. The
buttock and the belly are fleshy while the breasts are small. The analogies of the legs
and the hands are in harmony with the rest of the body. The neck is corpulent and not
that long in order to keep the hand with the wreaths and ribbons. The facial
characteristics are delicate. The goddess turns her head to the left and down. The
figurines were constructed in a three- dimensional way and anyone can see it from
different points of views.104 The figurines repeat a prototype which possibly started in
the late 3rd century BC. The hair styling is based on the type of Aphrodite Knidian. The
occupation of the goddess with her sandal is the main element of the synthesis. The
prototype of Aphrodite removing her sandal was possibly constructed with using
copper. The theme was repeated in Hellenistic sculpture and figurines. As far as the
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figurines of Veroia are concerned, they present an exaggeration in the head jewels. In
addition, it is one of those cases in which there are sandals in both feet. The sandals
are an important clue for the interpretation of the iconographical type.105
Another depiction of Aphrodite is a depiction of her removing her sandals (fig.16).
The figurine was constructed with light red clay. Traces of white coat were found in
the front part and traces of dark red in the petals of the flowers. Moreover, this
figurine is inscribed by ΑΛΕ, the signature of the creator. The goddess wears corolla
and a circulated wreath in which leaves and five four- petals flowers are incorporated.
Three circulated rings exist in the fingers of the left hand.106 The earrings are
impressive and they can be compared to the gold earrings found in Taranta in the 4th
and the 3rd century BC.107
Taking into account the figurines which were found in Veroia, only one depicts
Aphrodite connected to maternity (fig.17). The goddess sits and breastfeeds young
Erotidea. The figurine was constructed freehand and there is also the use of tools. The
face of Aphrodite and Erotideas come from mold. The construction of the figurine took
place in stages due to the shape. The himation of the female form was also used for
covering the gap between the two parts of the figurine. The curls of the hair and
jewelry of the head were added towards the end of the procedure. The use of color
for the decoration of the figurine is limited. Purple color was used for himation and
dark brown for the fabric covering the throne. The jewelry and the visible parts of the
furniture are depicted with leaves of silver.
This figurine is known for its unique synthesis and complicated construction. It
should have been one of the best creations of the workshop. The goddess is sitting in
the throne, crossing the right leg over to the left. She is wearing a chiton but also
reveals the right breast and a himation which surrounds the upper part of her body
and is tied between her hips. Th. Hatzisteliou- Price supports that the type of the
female form breastfeeding the baby has its roots in an archaic depiction of Isis
breastfeeding Horus sitting on a throne.108
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The type was spread across workshops in Greece, Italy, Asia Minor, Cyprus, Egypt,
and Kharaheb from the Hellenistic till the Roman imperial period. The figurine dates
to the beginning of the second half of the 2nd century BC. The most distinctive trait is
the revelation of the naked left breast.
Kourotrophos’ Aphrodite is seated on a throne in a straight position in the upper
part of the body. The intense movement of the body let the form to be free in space.
The clothing is given a sleek texture. The face has a peaceful expression. The upper
body is covered by a chiton which highlights the body. The iconographical tradition of
this figurine in Veroia started from another figurine which depicts Tyche. 109 The
hairstyle is presented in the same way as Aphrodite Knidian. The hair is decorated with
an engraved ribbon. The earrings are in a circulated style and she wears sandals.110
The baby with the wings should be Eros.
Fig. 17 constitutes a unique construction with pieces influenced by the great
Hellenistic sculpture and also presents the ideology of the maternity of Aphrodite to
Eros.111
Isis is depicted only in two figurines in Veroia which come from the same mold. The
mold which had been used for the construction was in a bad condition as the
representation of the clothing and the lack of details reveal. The construction was a
combination between mold and free- hand technique.112 The traits of the face and the
hair are highlighted with engraving.
Isis is standing on the right leg and brings the left to the front. The right hand is
folded in front of the breast. The himation is tied in front of the breast. The Isis’ type
of Veroia does not present other similar examples to other figurine workshops of the
Hepirotic and Aegean world. They date back to the late Hellenistic years, in the 1st
century BC and they are connected to Greek and Egyptian sculpture workshops.113
Both of the figurines were constructed with light red clay. At the first figurine, the
neck, the face and the lower part of legs were completed (fig.18). The basis is a big
quadrilateral and decorated. At the second figurine the basis and the lower part of the
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body are preserved (fig.19). It has also been completed. The head and the neck are
also preserved. The surface is not preserved in good condition.114
In order to approach the mortal female depiction in figurines, they are going to
present the categories through examples. The female nature, as it may be logically
implied, had a lot of aspects. The female gender is presented with the characteristics
of maternity, as a toy etc. In all the cases though, the female iconography is not
presented as idealistic as the goddesses’ above.
The female standing forms which were found in Veroia are separated in twentythree types of iconography. In order to understand the typology of these figurines,
one of them is going to be presented as an example. As far as, all the types of female
standing forms are concerned, it is about standing women who wear a chiton and a
himation in frontal position. The forms are not presented idealistically.
For instance, the female standing form figurine belongs to type B (fig.20). This type
is represented by fifteen figurines from the total number of findings which is
considered an important number. The way of construction in this case is complex. The
front side was constructed with the use of two molds, separate ones for the body and
the face. The back side was constructed freehand. In fig. 20, masses of clay exist in the
back part. Sharp tools had been used to highlight the folds of the clothing and the curls
of the hair. The dress was covered in rose color.115 White coat is also found in the front
part.116 There are also some cases, in which the characteristics of the face are given in
brown and red color.
The form is standing with the left foot to the front and it also bents. The rest of the
body bears a static posture and this movement disrupts the lower part of the figurine.
The position of the body creates a flaccidity effect.117 The chiton has a lot of folds and
the head of the woman is also covered with a himation. The figurine comes from a
cemetery of the 2nd century BC.118 The clay of the figurine is red-yellow. Moreover,
the figurine also wears closed shoes and earrings.119
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Figurines of Tanagra are the basis of this type. The type started in the 4th century
BC and in the 3rd century it was produced in Greece, South Italy, Cyrenaica and
Alexandria. As far as Macedonia is concerned, workshops in Pella and Veroia started
to construct this type in the last quarter of the 3rd century to the second half of the 2nd
century BC.120
Another figurine which represents a female form holding a hydria is also another
type of depiction(fig.21). The female form is standing with the left leg which is also
bent. She wears a chiton which is tied in the front and it creates an open semicircle
shape in the breast.121 The right hand holds a hydria which is standing up to the head.
Meanwhile, the left hand is free.122 The hair is short and separated in the middle. The
clay of construction is red. There is also the use of light blue color in the belt of the
clothing.123 The figurine dates to the 2nd century BC.
Figurines like this were produced as a dedication to sanctuaries of Demeter, in
workshops in hepeirotic and Aegean Greece, Asia Minor and Cyprus from the 5th
century BC till the late Hellenistic years. Figurines of Veroia are not as conservative as
others from other places. 124 In addition, same type figurines were found in ceramic
and figurine workshop in Pella. Taking into account the date of the findings, the
existence of a connection to the sanctuary of Demeter in Pella is rather possible.125
The dancers’ figurines are a beloved type in the Hellenistic years. As far as the
figurines of Veroia are concerned, they are represented by two types. The dancer
(fig.22) belongs to type B. The front part of the figurine up to the breast and the face
are created with a mold. The rest of the parts were added by hand.126
The form is dressed with a chiton and a short himation. The position of the figurine
is by ¾ towards to the observer and as result, the weight of the body is placed on the
right foot, while the left in front. The head is looking downwards to the right.127 The
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clay of construction is red- yellow. The hair has traces of brown color and there is rose
color in the chiton. The hair is separated in the middle with a bun.128
The iconographical types of Veroia are considered impressive creations of the local
workshop, which also change the familiar pattern of the dancer. The artistic quality is
an undeniable fact.
The female forms with Eros are separated in seven types which display some
iconographical and technical differences. In order to analyze the type, the figurine
which is going to be presented belongs to type B (fig.23). Most of the findings which
belong to this type present serious damage. The front parts of the figurines have been
constructed with a mold and include the body of the woman and Eros, while with
different molds they created the heads of the figures and Eros’ wings. A mass of clay
in combination with molds were used for the back part of the figurine. Moreover, the
curls of the hair and the jewels of the female forms were constructed by hand.129 In
addition, taking into account the lack of a basis, the craftsman needed to expand the
right side of the chiton. This type of figurine presents an impressive decoration and
white colors. The color of the clay is light red.130
The female form is standing with the left leg being bent. She is wearing a chiton and
himation which cover the body and the hands except for the front part of the breast.
The right hand holds the dress and the left one the dress and the hand of Eros. Eros is
standing on the left of the woman and wears a chlamys which is also held by his left
hand. The female form is standing in a lithe way. The weight of the fabric of the chiton
creates folds. On the other hand, the himation is very light and as result, the outer
surface of the figurine is created.131 The hair is separated in the middle and curls are
up to the shoulders while there is also a ciliary ribbon. Eros is represented as a young
child, naked, wearing only a chlamys. His face is chubby.132
As far as the female form of the figurine is concerned, it seems to be a prototype
creation of a local workshop. It dates to the 2nd century BC. The findings of Veroia
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resemble a type of Myrina’s figurine.133 Moreover, the dressing and the hand’s
movement of Eros is also connected to figurines from Myrina and South Italy which
also date from the late 2nd century BC to early 1st century BC. The two forms are
standing next to each other with their hands connected and they also have the same
movement. The relationship between the mother and the child is presented in this
synthesis, so the researchers support that it is probably Aphrodite and Eros.134
Plastic dolls are considered one of the biggest categories of the figurines of
Veroia. Most of them are totally preserved and depict a seated doll. The whole figurine
is constructed with the use of mold. The soles and the ribbons on the head are
constructed by hand. In addition, a coat of white and some other colors are preserved.
The naked part of the body is covered with brown color, the brassiere is rose and the
belts are covered with leaves of silver. In this plastic doll (fig.24) there are coloring
details on the eyes, which are brown and, on the shoes, which are light blue.135 It is
also constructed with yellow clay. There are also earrings and a ribbon on the head.136
The female form is seated naked with its legs united. The body shows that the
sculpture is of a young girl with upright breasts. The hairdressing and the jewels of the
head present a well- made form. The hair is separated in the middle with a bun in the
back part of the head.137 It dates to the middle of the 2nd century BC.
The type is known already since the 5th century BC and basically on the attic grave
stele of the 4th century, which depicts young girls. The first depictions present plastic
dolls in standing positions.138 The type continues to exist throughout the centuries and
during the 2nd and 1st century BC, the same analogue tendency of the body is also
produced by other workshops, too.139
The findings in Veroia were primarily used in funeral rituals. The figurines
represent a diverse, wide range of the female form. Aphrodite is depicted in several
shapes and forms. This fact indicates the meaning of the goddess regarding the death.
In addition, there are two instances where an Isis’ form is represented, which could
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be interpreted as the result of the Egyptian influence. Isis’ form is absolutely
impressive. The representation of everyday, ordinary women’s figures is equally
important. The findings in Veroia present a different aspect of women because the
representations are not only based on physical beauty but on maternity as well.

4.3 PELLA

Pella was the capital of the Macedonian kingdom throughout the entire Hellenistic
period. During the reign of Archelaos, the capital was transferred from Aigai to Pella,
in 400 BC. The geographical position of the city was privileged, due to the flatland and
the easy access to the sea which also helped its expansionary policy.140 In addition,
Archelaos was one of the most important kings in Macedonian history, because he
provided changes in administration policy and army. Moreover, he made the capital
the center of art production of the kingdom. The famous painter Zeuxidos and
Euripides the tragedian, were guests of the king. The year 168 BC, after the defeat of
the Macedonians, Pella became a Roman province, after the defeat of the
Macedonians by the Romans.141
Pella was built based on the Hippodameian system, which was an urban design
system, named by Hippodamos of Miletos. It comprised of blocks, with vertical and
horizontal roads. Thessaloniki also had the same urban system. The center of the city
was the Agora and in the surrounding space there were sanctuaries, private
residences and public buildings. The open plain and the flat terrain played an
important role to the Hippodameian system.142
The excavation research started in 1914 and lasted only two years, due to the First
World War. Nevertheless, the systematic excavation occurred between the years
1957- 1963 and from 1977 until today.143 The excavation took place in different parts
of the city, like the fortification, the Agora, the palace, the sanctuaries, the cemetery
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and private houses. Pella was well fortified during those times. It was built using
unbaked bricks and there were gates. The central gate was 9 meters wide.144 The
regularity and straightness of the walls maybe were connected to the urban design
system.145 As far as the palace is concerned, the architectural remains are not well
maintained. The design of the palace can be identified by the walls’ foundation. The
archaeologists believe that it should have been luxurious but the archaeological
findings are limited.146 The Agora occupies an area of 70.000 square meters and
consists of a big rectangle and it was the commercial and administrative center.147 It
was surrounded by stoas, which had four rooms at the rear. The north part was
characterized as the administrative part in which we found bases for monuments and
statues.148 The private residences were a lot and of interesting architectural forms.
They had a peristyle and an inner- central courtyard with mosaic floors. The most wellknown houses are the “house of Dionysus”149 and the “house of the Abduction of
Helen”.150
The excavation research revealed a complex of buildings which were related to
religion. The sacred character of the buildings helped the research to acquire
information about the sanctuaries and the religious organization. Figurines which
were found belonged to the sanctuary and provide information regarding mass
production. The first sanctuary in the north- east sector of the city belonged to farmers
and dates back to the last quarter of the 4th century until late in the 2nd century BC. In
addition, the small sanctuary provided the suitable spaces for the festival of
Thesmoforia, in order to honor Demeter. Most of the findings are figurines of
moderate quality.
In the north side of Agora, another sanctuary dedicated to Mother of the Gods and
Aphrodite was revealed. Those two goddesses were considered as the protectors of
the city. The first phase of the sanctuary dates back in the 4th century BC and the
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building was destroyed in the 1st century BC by earthquake.151 The cult was identified
by the findings, the figurines, the reliefs and the inscriptions, which represented the
form of the goddesses. In the sanctuary, the two deities were worshipped in the same
space, the south sector was for the public and the north for private use.152
Moreover, in the south part of the city there is a third sanctuary dedicated to
Darron, who was a healer god. The building complex of sanctuaries presents the same
characteristics as the houses’ structure. Furthermore, there is also production in the
sanctuaries. This fact is backed up by the workshops and storage rooms. 153 In this
location, the figurines were in the sanctuary of Mother of the Gods and Aphrodite.
In order to date the building context, the archaeologists used the findings. Many
of these findings came from the surface. The chronology focuses on pottery and coins.
It is believed that the surface dates in 1st century BC.154 The construction of the
building context started in 4th century BC and was reconstructed possible during the
3rd or the early 2nd century BC, after political pressure.155
Taking into consideration the architectural design of the sanctuary it is evident that
they worshipped two deities. The mother of the Gods and Aphrodite. This fact is
proved by archaeological findings. Even if there are findings which show that the
mother of the Gods was worshipped in the south section of the building and Aphrodite
in the north, there are no indications which testify the existence of different spaces
for worship156. The Mother of the Gods and Aphrodite were considered to be the
protectors of the city and public life.157 Aphrodite is presented as “Pandimos” and also
as a maternal divinity in Pella.158 As far as the findings are concerned, other goddesses
as Artemis and Athena are also presented in figurines, Therefore, the character of the
dedications did not focus only on one character.159
Apart from the findings of the sanctuary of the Mother of the Gods and
Aphrodite which are going to be examined later in this study, there are also some
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grave offerings which connect Aphrodite to Persephone and give them a chthonic
identity.160 In addition, the figurines of Aphrodite and Eros found in graves are
evidence of the chthonic connection.

4.3.1 Findings
The figurines which were found in the sanctuaries were built with molds. A mold
was used for the front part of the figurine while the back part was completed with clay
and free- hand style. The findings come from workshops located in Pella, a city with
successful workshops during the Hellenistic period. In addition, it is possible to
construct figurines inside the sanctuary too, but in limited space.161 The local clay
which was used for the figurines is yellow- red, red- brown and rose color. In many
cases, a white coat of clay is preserved in the surface. The bases are oval and
rectangular. The hands, the curls of hair, the jewelry, the belts, the sandals and the
wreaths were added during the final phase of the construction. In addition, the
characteristics of the face were depicted by an engraving technique. “Knidian”
hairstyle prevails, but there are cases in which the head is covered by a himation, or
some female figures wearing ribbon and wreaths.162 Most of the findings were
constructed with one mold for the body and another one for the face.163
The goddess is presented in the type of Aphrodite tying her sandal (fig.25). She is
naked and she stands on the right leg. This type was popular during the Hellenistic and
Roman years and also it was presented in statues.164 Part of the right hand and leg are
missing. The “knidian” hairstyle is completed with a wreath to the hand with a basis
and earrings. Traces of red color are preserved in the right leg. The clay is red and it of
a used yellow coat.165 This type is also similar to Veroia’s figurines.
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Aphrodite also, is represented half- naked in Anadyomene type (fig.26). The legs are
covered with a himation which is tied in the front part. The hairstyle is also “knidian”
with curls and a bun. There are also earrings and sandals.166 The form is also presented
with a wreath. The right hand is bent and the left is in the front. The head and the
body were constructed with different molds.167 This type was also popular during the
Hellenistic and Roman years. In addition, the type of the half- naked Anadyomene
Aphrodite was created for the first time during the 2nd century BC.
Another depiction of Aphrodite was found in Pella. The figurine depicts a halfnaked Aphrodite standing on a rock with a basis and her left hand is bent on it (fig.27).
On the rock there is also an ionic column.168 Parts of the hand are missing. The hair
was engraved and they are tied with a ribbon and the curls are on the top of the
shoulders. The goddess also has a circular wreath decorated with leaves and wrists.
She is wearing sandals and earrings. The clay is red and there are also traces of a coat
of white clay.169 During the Hellenistic years was popular the type that depicts the
Aphrodite half- naked standing on a rock. That type was presented for the first time
during the 5th century. The body is characterized by harmony.170 This type is similar
to figurines in Veroia and archaeologists suggest that this form of Aphrodite is
presented with a chthonic character.171
In addition, there are depictions of ordinary women and each of them represents
a different social category. For instance, the first female form is presented wearing a
chiton and himation (fig.28). The himation also covers the top of the head. As far as
the movement is concerned, the female form holds with the right-hand the himation
and the left hand touches the waist. “Knidian” hairstyle is completed with curls up to
the shoulders. She is wearing a wreath with a basis and earrings.172 The clay of
construction is yellow- red color.173 This type of figurines, which are presented frontal
leaning of their head, was popular in Pella during the 2nd century BC. Furthermore,
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the depiction of folds of clothing is also a common characteristic of the figurines of
the 2nd and 1st century BC.174
Prostitutes are another category of figurines which is preserved fragmentary
(fig.29). The parts which are preserved are linked in hands and legs and they were also
constructed with one mold.175 This type is known since the 5th century BC, but is also
presented during the Hellenistic years. The figurine was created with yellow- red
clay.176
Figurines that display prostitutes were found in graves, sanctuaries, deposit spaces
and they were interpreted as toys, female dancers, women during rituals, nymphs,
personifications of death or as dedications to young girls. The frequently appearance
of female figurines in graves and sanctuaries is a dedication and is also connected to
female deities. As far as the sanctuary of Pella is concerned, the prostitutes’ figurines
are a dedication to Aphrodite.177
As far as the figurines coming from Pella is concerned, the powerful presence of
Aphrodite is an undeniable fact. The ordinary women are presented differently, but
their appearance is also connected to Aphrodite.
In addition, most of the marble findings are not maintained in good condition and
they come from the north part of the building complex. The findings provide
archaeologists? with important information about the architecture and sculpture of
the late Hellenistic years. The marble which is used for the objects is local. The marble
objects were constructed in local workshops and carry the Hellenistic characteristics,
as far as the technique and depictions are concerned. The marble objects include
reliefs, statues and base of statues in which Aphrodite’s name was inscribed. The most
common depiction of the body in statues and reliefs its covering with clothes. The
hairstyle and the characteristics of the face are detailed. Taking into account that the
figurines are not preserved in good condition it is difficult to identify the deities but
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the research led to conclude that Athena, Artemis and possibly Aphrodite are
presented. Some of the statues were standing on bases.178
One of the findings is a basis which is inscribed (fig.30). The engraving is elaborate.
The identification of the word Aphrodite, was based on «ΔΙΤΗ», which helped the
research identify it.179

4.4 DION

Dion is located in the foothills of Mount Olympus and it was sacred to Zeus. The
landscape is impressive due to water springs and pure nature. This is also testified by
the name of the cult center. Spartan general Vrasidas firstly mentioned the city to
Perdikkas II after the summer of 424 BC. In the 5th century BC, king Archaelaos
reorganized the kingdom. The texts of Diodorous refer that the king organized athletic
and dramatic contests. These contests lasted nine days worshipping Olympian Zeus
and the muses. In addition, the plays Archelaos and Bacchae by Euripides were
presented in the festival.180 Diodorous also refers that Alexander III celebrated the
preparation of his campaign making sacrifices to Zeus in Dion. During the 5 th century
BC, the construction of a new city, close to sanctuaries, started and was completed in
the 4th century BC.181 During the reign of Philip V, Polibios describes the invasion of
Aitolians and the destruction of the city walls, gymnasium, sanctuaries, houses and
stoas. The city was rebuilt during the Roman conquest. Livy also mentions that the
Roman consul respected the sanctuary of Zeus.182
The archaeological site of Dion became well- known during the 19th century BC. The
first publication of an ancient inscription by professor G P Ikonomos was after the
Greek liberation from the Turks. Sotiriadis started the excavation of the site in 1928.
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This excavation was brief and lasted for four years till 1931.183 The new excavation
period started in 1973 under the supervision of professor Pandermanlis. There are
findings which date from Early Iron Age till Christian times.184
The archaeological site of Dion consists of a building complex. This essay is about to
concentrate on the sanctuary of Isis and the sanctuary of Demeter, based on the
findings. Even though Demeter is not a deity who is examined in this thesis, an
Aphrodite’s statue was found in her sanctuary.
The uninterrupted work in the excavated area of Dion by the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki, helped to enrich the information about the religion background. Taking
into account that, Dion was the cult center of the Macedonian kingdom, it is important
to understand cult. Written sources referred to the cult of Olympian Zeus and the
Muses, but the excavation process revealed findings and buildings which were related
to other cults.185
The cult of Isis and Egyptian gods were introduced to the Greek world during the
Hellenistic years and the Macedonian kingdom had a lot of evidence of them. The
presence of Isis thrived in Hellenistic and Roman years in Dion. The earliest evidence
which testifies their presence was a votive inscription that was found on the steps of
an Isis temple. The votive inscription refers to Anoubis, Sarapis and Isis dates back to
the 2nd century BC. The inscription was considered to be an introduction of Egyptian
deities in Dion. The votive inscriptions informed us that Isis was worshipped as Isis
Lochia. In addition, another inscription was found close to the main temple of Isis and
it belongs to Artemis Eileithya which dates back to the 3rd century BC. This fact raises
questions such as if there was a pre-existing sanctuary of Artemis and later on Isis’
sanctuary was constructed.186 There is also a relief which presents Isis looking like
Demeter, wearing a hat and holding straws.187 The sanctuary was destroyed by a
strong earthquake and because of that a lot of statues and inscriptions were revealed.
A headless statue of Aphrodite Hypolympidia was also found. The temple in the right
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side of the sanctuary was dedicated to Aphrodite.188 Isis was worshipped in her
sanctuary with double abilities. In the central temple, she was Isis Lochia and in the
south part there was another small temple with niche where she was worshipped as
like Isis Tyche.189
Aphrodite was present in the sanctuary of Demeter and in a temple in the sanctuary
of Isis. Aphrodite was worshipped during the Hellenistic and Roman years. As far as
the cult of Aphrodite is concerned, she was presented with chthonic characteristics.190
In the north part of the sanctuary of Isis, there was a stoic building. Inside the
building there were three bases of statues which belonged to the donors.191 The three
bases still exist and they were inscribed in Latin and Greek. One of the statues that
survived belonged to a Roman woman and dates back to the 2nd century BC.192

4.4.1 Findings of the sanctuary of Demeter

The clay figurines that were found in the sanctuary date, from the early archaic
years till roman times. Most of them depict female forms but there were also some
children and animal figurines. Only one head of a male form was found. Female forms
holding a hydria on the top of their heads was a common depiction. Diversity is
presented also in shapes.193 Most of the figurines date back to Hellenistic years. The
number of the heads is impressive compared to the bodies that have been found. The
differentiation between the female forms was basically on the hairstyle and in the way
of wearing the himation.194 During the Roman years, the dedication of the figurines
was limited. The type of Aphrodite’s head is well known and it is also a type which was
found in Thessaloniki’s graves.
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A female head was depicted wearing a wreath (fig.31). The clay of construction was
red in yellow color. The height of the finding is 5.9 cm. The forehead is surrounded by
three series of curls. In addition, the hair is tied and it is covered with the himation.
The himation also covers a part of the right side. The female form also wears
earrings.195
Another female head was constructed with light red- brown clay (fig.32). The height
of the finding is 5 cm. The head of the female form leans to the right. The hair is
separated in the middle with deep grooves, which differentiate it from the rest of the
figurine. There is also a wreath, and she wears earrings. There are traces of a white
coat of clay.196
Also, there is another female head that was constructed with red yellow clay
(fig.33). There are curls in the face and also a wreath. On the right and the left side of
the neck, there are the ruffles of the himation. She also wears earrings.
Most of the pieces of this kind of sculpture are statues and they are in different
shapes. Statues depict basically female forms and some children. Only one male form
has been found. The female forms depict deities, priestess and worshippers. The
deities are recognized by the symbols or the type of sculpture. The chronological origin
of the statues starts in 4th century BC till 2nd – 3rd century AD. The statues’ construction
was related to monumental architectural construction. Knidian and untied sandal
Aphrodite is also presented in Dion. Many parts of female bodies were found but lack
of information does not allow us to make a specific chronological approach.197 As far
as the Hellenistic years are concerned; the statues were pieces of worship and they
were probably standing at the cella of the temple. Some of the statues were
transported during the years around the sanctuaries of Dion.198 Furthermore, there
are statues that were constructed with materials in second use. Based on the
archaeological findings, there were also statues which were constructed with coper.199
There is a statue that depicts a female form wearing peplos with himation (fig.34).
The head and neck are missing. It was found in the south Hellenistic temple. The height
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of the statue is 70 cm. It was constructed with marble. The form stands up to a rock
with the right foot and bends the left foot. The left shoulder is lifted. She wears peplos
up to the knees. There is himation in the truck which shapes a triangular apron at belly
and also the right hand up to the wrist is covered. There are parts of the curls up to
the right shoulder. The hair is placed to the back without differentiation.200 It dates
back to the second half of 4th century BC. It is possible that the right hand of the female
was formed to hold a phiale.201
There is also a statue depicting Aphrodite untying her sandal (fig.35). It was found
in the south side of the temple in 1975. The statue is saved fragmentarily. The head
with neck, hands, shoulders and part of right and left hand are missing. The naked
form stands to the right leg and raises bent the left leg. There is intense movement of
the body. Based on archaeological data, the statue was possibly constructed in the
late Hellenistic years. This type started in the 3rd century BC and it was a well- known
type till the Roman years. The researchers support that this type began in west Asia
Minor.202
Furthermore, a female head was found in 1981, next to an altar inscription by a
priestess of Aphrodite (fig.36). The head is 35 cm in height. The material of
construction is marble. The head had been engraved in five parts. The head with the
neck and a part of the chest are preserved. The nose and the upper lip have been
destroyed. The head leans to the left. The face has a wide oval shape with circular
chin. The face presents unity. The eyes are circular with sharply eye lashes. Drill has
been used for fleshy lips. The hair is separated in the middle and the curls are around
the face. The rest of the curls are tied in the back part. The ring of Aphrodite grooves
the neck. Based on morphological and stylistic criteria, the head dates back to 1st
century AD.203
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4.4.2 Findings of the sanctuary of Isis

The sanctuary of Isis was an archaeological site in which a lot of pieces of sculpture
were found. The female presence is powerful in this sanctuary too.
At the south part of the central temple there is another temple with a niche which
is dedicated to Isis Tyche. A statue was found up to a pedestal (fig.37). In the front,
water from Olympus was gasping.204 Another plus size coper statue was installed in to
the pedestal before the construction of Isis Tyche.205 The statue is headless but it is
preserved in good condition. Isis stands in the front and she wears chiton and
himation. There is movement in the hands. The depiction of Isis in this statue was
typical in the Macedonian kingdom.
Aphrodite Hypolympidia was also worshipped in the sanctuary of Isis. Her statue
was found in two parts separately (fig.38). The statue was possibly located in the
central spot of her temple. The statue is dated in 2nd century BC.206 The type of
Aphrodite is quite well known during the Hellenistic period. She is presented wearing
a chiton and standing on a rock. Her hair is tied on the top of the head. She stands on
her right leg. She also touches her waist with her left hand. Even though Aphrodite is
depicted with clothes, her body and her position shows erotic and sexual mood.
In the north part of the sanctuary there was a stoic building, with an open space.
There were three bases of female statues. Only one of them was discovered in a good
condition. Based on the inscription, the statue was belonged to Ioulia Frougiani
Alexandra. The statue is dated in 2nd century AD (fig.39).207 The mortal woman who is
depicted, belongs to the upper class. The majority of the women were not depicted in
statues, apart from the goddesses. She stands in the front and she wears a chiton and
himation. There is no intense movement in the hands. The hair is tied and there is a
ribbon on the head. The material of construction is marble.
Taking into account that Dion was the cult center of the Macedonian kingdom, the
diversity of cults was inevitable. In addition, Dion as an archaeological site, indicates
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the Egyptian influence. Isis presence is more intense than Aphrodite’s. Moreover,
there is also statue which depicts a mortal woman. In this case, she is Roman and she
belongs to the upper class, keeping in mind that she was one of the dedicators. Dion
is the only archaeological site from the rest which had been examined on this thesis,
in which a female mortal statue was found.

[52]

5. Conclusions

The Macedonian kingdom was innovative and revolutionary regarding art. The four
cities that belonged to Central Macedonia and have been examined above, provide
important information about the configuration of art. This thesis focuses on figurines
and statues of female depictions. The archaeological findings which were examined,
lead to conclusions concerning cults, society and female gender.
Aphrodite was a deity connected to love, erotic traits and chthonic hypostasis. As
far as Aphrodite’s depictions are concerned, she is always presented with perfect
body, intense movement and naked or half- naked. Aphrodite and idealism are
connected to each other. In addition, her depictions are connected also to sexual love
and maternity. She is one of the deities who combined different abilities. Based on the
results, it seems that the goddess of love was especially likable to Macedonians.
The idealistic creation of figurines and sculpture of Aphrodite leads to the
conclusion that society could accept this female nature only in terms of cult.
Aphrodite, as a deity, received respect and love from the society and her
representations were acceptable by the public. She was also connected to maternity
and she was depicted dressed. This fact could imply that even a goddess had to be
descent and to change her appearance in order to be depicted with her son.
Furthermore, Aphrodite’s depictions present a large number of stylistic elements
concerning different hairstyling, jewels and clothing.
On the other hand, Isis was an Egyptian goddess who was incorporated in the
Macedonian cult. Egyptian cults, especially Isis, affected Macedonian religion and
played an important role, regarding the archaeological remainings. Sanctuaries were
constructed in Thessaloniki and Dion. The locations were really important.
Thessaloniki was the main harbor of the kingdom and had accepted international
influences in its cult. In addition, Dion, as a cult center of the kingdom, testifies the
incorporation of the Egyptian religion.
Isis was a goddess with a lot of abilities. Her representations were not
characterized by intense movements, as Aphrodite’s. She stands frontal and always
dressed. Most of her depictions, present her with a himation on the top of the head.
[53]

This representation of Isis could connect her with mystery cults. In addition, she
combined different characteristics, but the figurines and statues that had been
examined above, present her as a “queen”. The jewels, the costume and the
hairstyling are unique as the whole image. Isis depiction was affected by Egyptian art.
As a female form in Macedonian cult, she was accepted by the society and was
honored. Even though Isis and Aphrodite have some common characteristics as
deities, Isis was not presented naked or half- naked.
Mortal women were another big sector of art depiction. Taking into account the
findings which have been examined in this thesis, mortal women are presented
basically as figurines. Their use was limited, mostly for funeral reasons. The categories
of women who were presented as figurines basically belonged to lower social classes.
Kourotrophos’ figurines, present women who were nannies, so they had financial
difficulties. Dolls, was another big category. Female forms are presented as toys. Dolls
had also “femme fatal” depictions, so a sexual depiction can be connected to a game.
In addition, the plastic dolls were naked.
Furthermore, there is a figurine in Pella which has been identified as a prostitute.
Prostitutes belonged in lower social classes and they were also depicted in figurines.
Dancers, is another category which was also presented in figurines. Dancers present
intense movements, and they also belonged to lower social classes. The
representations of them are connected to a sexual approach of the female gender.
However, they are not presented naked.
In addition, there are some complexes of mother and son. These figurines are
similar to Aphrodite’s with Eros but they were not surely identified. If we accept that
the women were mortal, maternity was connected to different social standards than
dolls and dancers.
On the other hand, there are figurines which present ordinary women with
respect and wearing a chiton and himation. This fact indicates that the female gender
is connected also with different social roles. There is diversity regarding female
depictions.
Only one statue of a mortal woman was found in Dion. On this case, the woman
was a dedicator in the sanctuary and she belonged to the upper class. She was also
[54]

Roman. In Thessaloniki, Veroia, Pella and Dion there were not any identified mortal
woman, coming from Macedonian kingdom was found.
The female gender was revolutionary in terms of art, regarding historical
background. There are different conceptions about women. Deities are acceptable
and sacred. They present idealistic traits and differentiate themselves to ordinary
women. Aphrodite’s and Isis constructions are detailed and rich. Jewels, a chiton and
himation, polos and artistic hairstyling are some of their characteristics. On the other
hand, some ordinary female forms who are presented belonged to lower social classes
and they did not have decorative characteristics of artistic value. In many cases, they
are also connected to sexuality. Furthermore, there are different depictions of women
who are presented with respect and are not belonging to lower social classes.
Art had always been connected to society, regarding different social roles. Female
gender was hard to be raised in the Macedonian kingdom, among the man’s world.

[55]
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